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Indian Inscriptions from the cave Hoq on suqufrä (yemen).

The Indians and Suqulrd: an Introduction

In the last few years one of the most exciting discoveries in Indian ep-
igraphy is the corpus of BrähmT inscriptions from the goq cave on the island
of Suqufrä (Republic of Yemen;.t The island is situated 320 km away from the
African coast and 400 km from the South Arabian. Its isolated geographical
position and the extraordinary climate made Suqulrä in the past mäinly a place
of botanical, zoological and geological interest.2-The number of archaeological
remains, however, which could shed some light on the island,s past, was very
limited.3 Only in the last decades this situation has somewhat improved, pär-
ticularly due to the activities of Russian archaeologists in South yemen
(Naumkin 1988: 72-94; 1993:84-r34;Dridi 2002: 569-72).

In sharp contrast to this meagre archaeological data was the amount of in-
formation which could be gained from literary *urr.r. As early as the first cen-
tury AD the importance of Suquträ as an intermediary station in the sea-trading
activities between the Indian subcontinent and the Mediterranean world is clearlv

' 
The article has been prepared in the frame of the grant TNTAS 00-0002g .Incense Long Dis-
tance Trade' Pre-Islamic Inscriptions and Antiquities of Hadramawt' (scientific project co-
ordinator Prof. Chr. J' Robin). We are most grateful to Prof. Chr. Robin, who has entrusted us
with the photos and the publication of a part of the Indian inscriptions from the goq Cave. For
general information on the cave we are largely thankful to Dr Hödi Dridi (Institut des Etudes
Sdmitiques, Collöge de France, Paris). Many thanks go to Lore Sander and Harry Falk, Berlin,
with whom we had very elucidating discussions on the readings of the inscriptions.

' The new discoveries in the F.Ioq Cave have already become the object of some short notes:
Ldvöque (2002); villeneuve (2002;2003q;2003b); Dridi and Gorea (2003). A first detailed
archaeological analysis is given by Dridi (2002). The Semitic inscriptions of cave Hoq and
some aspects of suqufrä's history are discussed in Robin and Gorea (2ßoz).

' Cf' e'g' Wranik (1999) with further references. See also Wranik's very informative website
www. uni-rostock. de/fakult/manafak/biologie/wranivsocotra.

3 For a good summary of the archaeological remains of Suqufrä which were known till the be-
ginning of the nineties, see Doe (1992:41_l lg).

AroN,64fi-4 (2004)
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attested by the Periplus Maris Erythraei (Casson 1989: $ 3l). From that time

onwards we possess continuous evidence of the presence of Indians on the island

who went there as traders and obviously even settled down for a certain period of

time.a According to the 6th century report of Cosmas tndicopleustes in later cen-

turies only Greek settlers lived on Suqu.trä (Müller 1999:185). Cosmas connects

the arrival of the Greeks to the establishment of colonies by the Ptolemaen rulers.

This is supported by later Arabic sources from about the 10th to l3th century

which link Greek 'colonization' even to Alexander the Great (Oman 1998: 843a).

Moreover, they state that the Greeks took over the island from the Indians who
((were there and took hold of that islanö (al-Mas'üdi, quoted in Ubaydli 1989:

150, n. 33). Although the Arabs are certainly wrong in that point, they show that

the 'Indian connection' of Suqulrä was well known as late as the Middle ages. As

it is evident from the Periplus and the succeeding classical sources, the 'Greek

period' on Socotra was preceded by a phase of coexistence of Greeks and Indi-

ans. We do not know exactly when this coexistence began, but it is highly prob-

able that Cosmas' reference to the Ptolemies is near to the truth. As early as in the

end of the 2nd century BC the Ptolemaen officer Agatharchides of Cnidus wrote

a Periplus describingihr rcu passage from Egypt to the mouth of the Red Sea. In

the easternmost point of this voyage he describes the so-called 'Fortunate islands'

which are sometimes identified with Suqulrä. These 'Fortunate islands' were vis-

ited by sailors <<from everywhere, but especially from Potana, which Alexander

founded beside the Indus river, because he wished to have a port on the shore of

the ocean> (Fragm. 105b < Diodorus; Burstein 1989: 169). Although the identifi-

cation of Agatharchides' 'Fortunate islands' with Suqufrä might be wrong,s the

text proves beyond any doubt the presence of Westem (Ptolemaen) as well as of
Indian sailors in this part of the Indian Ocean. This coexistence remained a per-

sistent phenomenon in the succeeding centuries, when Indian sailors actively

took part in the intercontinental trade contacts (Karttunen 1997: 328-36).

Agatharchides explicitly mentions Northwestem India as the homeland of the

Indian sailors. This situation seems to have changed in the time of the Periplus

Maris Erythraei when the Indians came from Barygaza (modem Broach) in Gu-
jarat and from South India. This change could be linked to the introduction of

direct trade routes across the Indian Ocean by using the monsoon winds. Before

that period trade between the Mediterranean world and India was carried on

mainly along the coasts and via South Arabian middlemen(ibid.).
Thus the role of Suqufrä island in long-distance trade between India and the

West and the association of Indian traders with it can be deduced from a number

of texts from about the 2nd century BC till the 13th century AD (e.g. Yäqüt al-

o After the Periplus Indian settlers are also mentioned by Diodorus and perhaps Pausanias

(Beyhl 1998: 69-70).
s According to Müller (1999: 186) here the peninsulas Little Aden and Räs Nimrän are referred to.
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flamawI).u The references to lndians in Suquträ reports are so striking that as early
as 1830 even an Indian origin of the island's name was suggested and since then
numerous times repeated (Beyhl 1998: 47-51; Müller 1999:137-88). According to
this theory, both the ancient Greek designation Dioscourida and the modern one,
Suquträ, should be derived from Sl<t dvtpa sukhadhara/sukhatarc. Beside this not
very convincing etymology several other possibilities have been taken into con-
sideration, of which the more convincing one cormects the island's name with the
Arabic root qtr <to dribble> (Beyhl 1998: 57-63; differently Müller 1999:187-88;
2001: 152). This root can be used to denote different incense products like aloe
and frankincense. It is also the base of the noun qalir <dragon-blood tree>, which
denotes one of the most important products of Suqulrä since ancient times. De-
spite the recurring association of Suquträ and India in literary sources, until now
only few material traces of the presence of Indians on this island have been dis-
covered (Dridi 2002:591). The_ same is generally true for material traces of lndian
traders outside their homeland.' This obvious gap can now be filled.

At the beginning of the year 2001 the Belgian Speleological Mission (Socotra
Karst Project), directed by Peter de Geest, explored the F.Ioq Cave on the nofthern
side of the island,o during which some archaeological and epigraphical remains
were discovered. In 2002 the Belgian society AXELL Communication, that spe-
cializes in subterranean shootings, invited Prof. Christian Robin (Institut des
Etudes Sömitiques, Collöge de France, Paris) as a consultant for shooting a docu-
mentary on the island of Suqulrä. From the 14th to 18th January, 2002, the explo-
ration of the Hoq Cave was carried oul

The cave opens at a distance of 2 km from the northgrn seashore. The en-
trance is situated at 350 m above sea-level. It is about2krndeep (1918,75 m),
its average height is 37 m, its width 19 m. The average temperature in the cave
is about 27" C, the average humidity 90 %. According to the speleologists, the
dimensions of the cave and its speleological richness are exceptional.

Prof, Robin's team identified a number of separate inscriptions, among them
Indic, South-Arabian, Ethiopic and Aramaic (Palmyrenee) texts. The exact num-
ber of inscriptions, whether of the Indian ones, or of the others, is not established.
However, 43 Indian inscriptions were registered, about half of them were photo-
graphed. The inscriptions are written by clay, chalk and coal on the walls and on
small knolls within the cave.

Unfortunately, the Indian epigraphs do not indicate what kind of religious

" A good surnmary of the sources is given by Müller (1999;2001). Cf. also Beyhl (1998) and
Dridi (2002:567-69,591-93). For the Arabic sources see Ubaydli (1989); Oman (1998).

7 For the fbw available data from Berenike, cf. the references given by Dridi (2002:591-93).
See also Salomon (1991) for fuither inscriptional elidence from Berenike and Sedov (1996)
for archaeological data from South Arabia.

8 See the position of Hoq on the map in Wranik (1999:236).
e For the publication of the Palmyrene tablet see Robin and Gorea (2002: 420-21,figs. 6-8, 432-33).
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purpose was fulfilled by the cave. However, the presence of incense-burners
among the findings suggests that this cave had been used as a sanctuary or as
an object of pilgrimage (Dridi and Gorea 2003:50). This is confirmed by the
content of the Palmyrene tablet found in the cave. This tablet mentions (god,

that stays here>> (for the translation, see ibid.:54).
But whether we are in presence of <un sanctuaire ä vocation maritime> as

explicitly proposed by Dridi (2002:537-90) remains an open question until
new evidence. Nevertheless the position of the cave, high above the sea shore
and thus visible from vessels passing the island far away, makes such an ex-
planation quite reasonable.

The absence of any trace of Christian or Islamic cult (though Christians were
quite numerous on the island) denotes the fact that the cave has been visited only in
the time of the composition of the inscriptions (2nd4th cer.rtury AD).

The assumed holiness of the place may be partially explained by its set-
ting which can be compared to Indian religious sites contemporary to it which
are often located in natural or artificial caves high above a valley ground. As
an example the famous Kashmir Smast in Northern Pakistan may be cited
(Falk 2003;2004).It can also serve as a paradigmatical 'holy place' where the
sacred character of the spot draws worshippers of different religious affrlia-
tions just like in Kashmir Smast where, beside Buddhist, Saiva and Vaigqava
remainso we also find traces of Iranian worshippers. A similar multi-religious
clientele is attested in Suqu-[rä. Among the Indians were certainly Buddhists
and Vaiplavas and perhaps Saivas.

The BröhmT Inscriptions

The members of the expedition took photographs of a number of rock sur-
faces covered with BrähmT inscriptions. Almost all of them are rather short and
contain the names of persons who eternalise in this way their presence at the
place. On the basis of these formal characteristics the inscriptions can be com-
pared to the numerous epigraphs of northern Pakistan, published in the series
'Antiquities of Northern Pakistan' and 'Materialien ^tr Archäologie der
Nordgebiete Pakistans' from 1989 onwards. At the same time they also share
the problems concerning the decipherment of this class of texts.

Since the majority of the inscriptions is very short, the inventory of letters
used is rather small. This fact combined with the scarcity of contents makes a
reliable reading - even if it could be done on the spot - not always possible
(von Hinüber 1994).

Due to the inscriptions' bad state of preservation and to the sometimes
rather poor quality of the photographs our following remarks should be re-
garded as a preliminary edition, more appropriate for introducing the material
into scholarly discussion than to establish firm readings. Furthermore, as we
had at our disposal only a part of the whole corpus of BrähmI inscriptions
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found in this cave, a final edition can be expected only after a personal inspec-
tion of the cave itself, This is the reason by which in this article we will pre-
sent only texts whose reading allows us to make reliable suggestions about
their contents in the hope to present .a complete inventory of all ihe Indian epi-
graphs in a succeeding publication.'0

A first survey of the archaeological and epigraphical material was given
by Hödi Dridi (2002). However, the data given by him for the Indian texts are
not entirely comprehensible. According to him 48 texts have been identified
so far. Out of them 43 are classified as BrähmT inscriptions. Further on, Dridi
(ibid.: 583) mentions six South-Arabian epigraphs and another not clearly
identifiable text. The Indian texts examined by us cover Dridi's T 22-T 33,
T 36-T 37, T 44-T 48. Sometimes more than one inscription is subsumed un-
der one signature. In these cases we add an additional letter (e.S.T 24-a). Ac-
cording to Dridi the (groups o0 inscriptions T 1 -T 12 and T lS-T 2l are writ-
ten in Brähmr as well.l' unforhrnately, we had no access to them.

The plan of the cave published by Dridi (ibid.: s74, fig. 4; cf. also Dridi
and Gorea 2003: 49) accompanied by a preliminary list of archaeological re-
mains gives an^idea of the localisation of the epigraphs within the subterra-
nean complex.'' Fo, a better understanding of the situation of the epigraphs
and their spatial relationship to each other it is recommendable to provide in
future large-scale photographs or drawings of the respective rock surfaces.

Seen from'the cave entrance, the Indian inscriptions are found arranged in
the following order, either isolated or in larger groups, in two cases together
with South-Arabian texts (epigraphs not seen by us are written in italics):

i .  T 49,T 45-T 4g
2 .  T 4 4
3 .  T 3 7
4 .  T 3 6
5. T 25-T 33 (plus 2 South-Arabian)
6. T 22-T 24
8.  721
9, T r7-20
t0. T 16
ll. T I I, T I 2, 215 (plus 2 South-Arabian)
12.  T 10
13"  T9
14. T I-T I

'o In January 2006 Ingo Strauch could investigate the inscriptions on the spot. A comprehensive
edition is in progress.

" Dridi does not mention T 4l-T 43 among the South-Arabian material; in his list they are mentioned
as (<non döcrio>. The photographs at our disposal show that they belong to the South-Arabian group.

't Note that T 45-T 48 are given neither in the map nor in the list. Instead of them we find a hith-
erto not mentioned r 49 described as <<texte(s) non vu(s) (d6crits par R.L.)>.
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According to their contents the inscriptions may be divided into three
groups. Type I gives only the name of a person, either in the Gen.Sg. or in the
Nom.Sg. A special group among them are names ending in -putra, which have
to be separated from Type II, which contains names of persons together with
the indication of their father's name. Sometimes a strict division between these
two types is impossible because of the fragmentary character of the inscrip-
tions. Type III comprises a few epigraphs which give complete sentences of the
kind: 'X (son of Y) has come'. This type may be compared to the Karakorum
type II using expressions like gata, (satry)prdpta, vicarati, pracarati etc.
(: TYPE 2 of von Hinüber 1989: 44 f.).

Type I: Single Names

- in Nom.Sg.

T 31: vi.sryuda[t/o/ <Vis4udatta>

e4z1
The name is well attested in Sanskrit literature and epigraphy (cf. also on

seals: SarasvatT l97al: no. 178). Also one of the three persons which are men-
tioned on the Brähmr ostrakon from Berenice in Egypt bears this name in
Prakrit spelling: viryhudatasa (Salomon 1991 :732).It also seelns to be attested
in the following epigraph.

T 24: vi[;Jryudafo <Vipr:rudatta>

?qrn
The akgaras after vi are diffrcult to read. The shape of the ry in the ligature

;nu is of the early Eastern Gupta type as represented in the Allahabad Pillar
inscription and Sander's Gupta alphabet g (Sander 1968: esp. Table 10). The
spelling of "datta as odqta is not unusual in epigraphic Sanskrit (Damsteegt
1978: l4).



128

"t fad\n
The akparas above and below this line cannot be deciphered. They seem

to belong to other independent epigraphs.

Inscriptio nT 26 is heavily abraded. But it seems to contain another name
with a N.Sg. ending: Sail[A]ryo, with the ligature ryo as found in Gupta epi-
graphs.l3

d*7
- in Gen. Sg.

T 23-a; racähaka.sya <<Of Racähaka>

.tE 'aü-tät

A reading ravöhakasya cannot be excluded. In both cases the meaning of
this name remains obscure.

T 29-b: sihas[yJa <Of Sihu (Skt Siqha)

BUY--
t3 This reading was suggested by Lore Sander.
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The preceeding aksaras [?J obhasya (: T 29-a) seem to be part of another
epigraph. Their meaning is not clear.

T 46: [?J varagh [oJ ;a[?J
sa td t?l (?)

) \ laür-t 
v4

The interpretation of this record is highly hypothetical. The
could be restored as pravaraghorsa- thus giving a typical North
name ending in "ghosa. The aksara following sa is undiscernible.
stands for the genitive case ending -sya.

Type Ia: Single Names Ending in -putra

T 37 : bhat fthJ iputtro <Bhatthiputra>>

upper line
Indian Skt
Possibly, it

ü3ä
The name Bhatthiputra can be compared to the following Bhatiputra of T

44-a and Bhatrfthi)putro of T 47.
The first member of the name should best be connected with Skt bhal{a

<lorÖ> (< bhartl'). The final i is well attested in literary Prakrits (cf. PSM s.v.
bhalli: bhartg"). As part of a name bha{li is met with in the names Bhalli (Monier-
Williams 1990: s.v.) and Bhattimita (: Skt omitra) (cf. seal from Kau$ämbT in
Sarasvatr ll97al: no. 363; seal purchased from Lucknow, ibid.:no.462).

The shape of the medial i can be compared to that of the Junägadh in-
scription of Skandagupta, Gupta year 136-138 1: 368-370 AD; Dani 1963: ta-
ble XIV) but it finds even stronger parallels in the South Indian Brähml from
around 250 AD onwards.
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T 44-r: irT bhaliputro [e/val <Sri Bhatiputra>

$'nw
T 47 : bhat[thJ iputro <<Bhatthiputra>

#st
T44-c: jakhapu ghalfirrther illegible akparasl
<Jakhapu(tra) ...> (Skt Yakpaputra) or <<Gha..., son of Jakha>

CäTI,,
The meaning of this inscription is obscure. Only the first element (iakha)

can be reliably explained as the Präkrit spelling of Skt yak;a. Highly hypo-
thetical is an association of the following pu (?) with the abbreviated forms
pu" (Sircar 1966:264) or u" (<Pkt utta; Lüders 1905-6: 204) attested in early
medieval Jaina inscriptions. Especially the following epigraph T 36, which al-
ready belongs to type II, could speak in favour of such an assumption.

Type II: 'X, son ofY'

T 36: khuddakapu dära[kal <Däraka, son of Khuddaka (Skt Kpudraka)>

TitYlln
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Both narnes (Kgudraka, Däraka) are attested in Skt literature (Monier-
Williams 1990: s.vv.).

T 23-b: bodalaputro (or: bod(tla) fcoJlika[hJ <calika, son of Bo{a-
lälBodalä>

qr#M.
boQala is uncertain. As it is hardly possible without comparative material

to distinguish between the letters da and da, a reading bodalä cannot be ex-
cluded. The shape of the aksara la reminds the Dravidian letter /a, attested in
South Indian BrähmT epigraphs of the first century AD. Since the shape of la
as found in slightly later North and West Indian inscriptions does not essen-
tially differ and the inscription shows no fuilher South Indian characteristics
we decided in favour of this reading. In both cases (boSalA/boQala) the word
could be connected with Pkt boSa l.) dharrnika, dharmi;\a,2) tarurya, yuvä,
3.) mundita-mastaka (PSM s.v.). In view of the attested dharmaputra below
one might prefer the connotation dhörmika, dharmi;ta.

[coJ lika: The reading co is uncertain, but it seems to be the only convinc-
ing one. The name is obviously the same as that in the epigraph T 44-b below.
The Colika there, however, is another person, since his father's name is given
as Codaka.

T 25-b: ajiftaJsuryo ajita ((O0 Ajita, the son of Ajita>

rt*{ }e {B^
Because of the uncertain shape of the letter ta a reading ajina cannot be

excluded. In this case the name would coffespond to the rare Skt name Ajina
(< aiina n. <hairy skin of a (black) antelope>). As ajita is a quite popular part
of Skt names (Ajitavarman, Ajitasena, etc.), we decided in favour of this read-
ing. Moreover, in one of the Karakorum inscriptions we find ajita without any
extensions as a personal name: SrT ajitah (Bemman and Köni g 1994: 84, Oshi-
bat2l:9).

osltno coffesponds to Skt Gen. "sunofu. The cerebralization of middle n
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and the omission of final visarga without further application of external sandhi
can be found in other epigraphs of the so-called Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit
as well (Damsteegt 1978:39,45,110). The lacking grammatical correspon-
dence between the two words might be due to a scribal error.

T 44-b: co[QaJkaputro colika <Colika, son of Co{aka>

gä,*e{näs%b

As in the preceding inscription father and son bear similar names. Possi-
bly, both variants coSaka and colika can be associated to the Sanskrit eth-
nonymon cola(ka), v.l. coSaka, signi$ring the South Indian Colas. Whether
the term altematively could be connected with the family name culika, caulu-
lqta etc. of later times (Majumdar 1956:14-15), has to remain open.

T 33: dharmmaputro [?Jllyal2-3 further akparas] <[?]lya[?], son of
Dharma> or <Dharmaputra ...>

Although Dharmaputra appears like a regular Skt name, Dharma alone
could be accepted as an abbreviated form of a composite name with Dharma as
its first member. Because of T 32 below where Dharma seems to be used in
this sense we decided to include T 33 into the second group of epigraphs indi-
cating also the father's name.

Type III: 'X has come'

T 25-a: s arytgharangiputro aj itiv arm [mJ ögata ddharalä [vJ iyako (? ) i a [koJ
<Ajitivarman, son of Sar.ngharangin, has come, the ddhara!ä[vJiyako(?), the
Saka>
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Sarpgharangi: < Sarygharangin, Buddhist name with samgha as first mem-
ber, cf. Samgharaksita, Sar.nghapäla etc.

Aiitivarman: The first member should be corrected to ajita <<unconquered>.
The name may be associated to the names Ajitavarman from T 45 above and
Ajita, met in the epigraph located directly below this inscription (T 25-b).

ddharalafvJiyako(?): A reading dvarAo, possibly wrong for dvdra, cannot
be excluded. Nevertheless, the meaning of this word is doubtful.

Sako: If this reading may be accepted, it would be an interesting evidence
for the presence of a Scythian in Yemen. From an inscription from the agora of
Palmyra (no. 23) we learn that the Palmyrene merchants travelled by sea to Indo-
Scythia in the 2nd century AD (Seyrig l94l:259-61). Furthermore, Diodorus and
perhaps Pausanias list Scythians beside Indians and others among the inhabi-
tants of Suqulrä (Beyhl 1998: 69 f.). One may suppose that Indo-scythian and
Palmyrene merchants travelled and traded together between Suqufrä, the persian
Gulf and North-West India.

It is not astonishing that Ajitivarman as well as his father Salngharangin
bear ordinary Indian names. Maybe, the foreign affiliation of both may be r.rp"n-
sible fot the unusual fact, that the father has a Buddhist name whereas his son
comes along with a typical Hindu name ending with the Ksatriya suffix -varman.

T 32: The epigraphT 32 seems to give a similar statement: dharmmo prav-
iSa[tiJ <<Dharma enters (the cave)>

\ 
-",

a !,'-1cQ^
This interpretation presupposes that
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Drawings of Indian Ausptcious Symbols

Along with the epigraphs of T 44 some pictural representations are found,
which are partly mentioned by Dridi (2002:535). The figure named by him as
<la fontaine> (D-03) is quite obviously the upper part of the auspicious sym-
bol pürnagha{a (fig. a). Beside this pürryaghala a drawing of a trident (fig. ä)
is found. The picture represents the triiüla-parasu type erected in a kalqsa
(pitcher). Whether this trident hints at a Saiva affiliation of the painter or is
simply used as a neutral auspicious symbol, has to remain open. At least its
shape is reminiscent of the trident-axe symbol of Kugä4a coins which first ap-
pears as an attribute of O€5o. From Kaniska I onwards it also becomes a royal
symbol and is depicted on the obverse beside the king's bust or in his hand. A
second parallel can be seen in the related rock-paintings of North Pakistan,
where however a certain religious background could not be established. Some
of the North Pakistan paintings show the same characteristics as our trident: an
axe-like symbol on the right or left side of the middle of the shaft and a round
(sometimes also flat) base.la

The drawing at the treft side of the pürnaghala (see fig. r) can be associ-
ated with another Indian auspicious symbol: the nandydvarta or nandipada.ts

to Cf. Bandini-König (1999: 6l-62; Hodar, because of an accompanying devadhaftno yaryr-
inscription possibly in a Buddhist context); Bandini-König and von Hinüber (2001: 91; Gichi
Nala); Bemmann and König (1994:10, Taf. 22;Oshlbat, for the (axe) cf. 15:5, 18:153, for the
base cf. 17:20; 18:129;18:289); Fussman and König (1997:33-34: Shatial, cf. especially Taf.
19, 150:l for the circular base of the trident). Cf. also Bandini-König (2003: Taf. I i). For this
symbol cf. also Chutia (2004:69-70).

tt For this symbol and the somewhat confused terminology, cf. Bhattacharya (2000) with further
literature.
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Palaeographical Remarks, the Date of the Inscriptions and the provenance of
their Authors

All the epigraphs are rather short and contain only a limited number of
letters which often do not ailow us to make any detailed statements about their
age or provenance. Due to the private and informal character of the inscrip-
tions the writing has been carried out quite carelessly and many letters appear
in a cursive shape.

A final palaeographical analysis should be done only after the preparation
of an improved edition of all the BrähmI epigraphs. As far as we can judge
from the available material, the scripts u**d in Suqupa can be roughly dated
into the late Kugälalearly Gupta periods, i.e. fromthe end of the 2nd well into
the 4th century. A dating both earlier and later can safely be excluded. Espe-
cially the shape of the letters ma (in its looped variety), ya (in its tripartite va-
riety), sa (hooked), ha (equal-armed with right curving down) speaks for a
Ku$äna date. On the other side, a number of clear Gupta letters like the .:- in
the ligature snu and the typical open-mouthed Gupta ma should be taken as
indicators of an early Gupta date of at least a part oi the epigraphs. Thus a dat-
ing of the whole cotpus within the above mention.O chronological frame
should be justified at the present stage of research.

Some signs show a quite archaic shape (e.g.rlo of T 25-b and ia of r 25_
a) which not necessarily indicates a very early date,but reminds us of the vari-
ety of Brähml developed in Western India under late Western Ksatrapa rule
(Dani 1963: pl. IX).

In any case the proposed dating of the Indian inscriptions on palaeo-
graphical grounds coffesponds with the date of the Palmyrene tablet (between
I'10'257 and 30.9.258 AD; Dridi and Gorea2003:54). Furthennore, it is in
general agreement with archaeological data from the neighbouring South
Yemen. As was shown by Sedov (1996: 26 f.) most of the Indian ceramics,
especially those of the so-called Red Polished Ware (RPW), came from strata
which date from the 2nd up to 4th century AD. From the 5th century onwards
the RPW disappears from South Arabia as other indicators for trade contacts
with India as well (ibid.: 28).

The origin of the RpW has to be looked for in
in Guj ara t (ib id. : 22).16

Western India, especially

According to the palaeography, the geographical provenance of the scribes
should be looked for in Northern and Westem India, although in some cases (cf.
the medial i in T 37,T 44-a,T 47,T 29) a Southern origin of the scribes seems
also possible. This agrees with the data of the Periplus Maris Erythraei ($ 3l),
which mentions Barygaza: Bharukaccha (modern Broach) and Limyrike
(Malabar coast in South India) as hornelands of the Indian traders. In terms of

'u Fo, the distribution in India cf. MacDowall (1996: S0).

1 3 5
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political geography this area mainly coffesponds to the empires of the Western
Kpatrapas and the Sätavähanas, which were the leading powers in Westem India
and the Deccan and played a major role in the maritime trade activities of India
at the period in question. In favour of a close relationship of the Indian visitors
of the Hoq cave with those regions one may recall some depictions of boats in
the immediate neighbourhood of the inscriptions. One of them (fig. d) was pub-
lished by Dridi (2002:584, fig. 12 : D 03) and associated with pictures of ships
from Ajanta (Schlingloff 1982:64, Abb. 10; 2000: I,451; II, 150). Another one
(fig. e) is found just beside the epigraphs of T 44.

Much more compelling, however, than the Ajanta paintings of the 6th cen-
tury are the numerous ship-motifs on the coins of the Sätavähana ruler Gautaml-
putra Yajfla Sätakaryi who ruled in the last half of the 2nd century (170-198
AD) over a vast area from Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka to Maharashtra and
Gujarat (Shastri 1998: 77). Llke the $oq pictures the ships on these coins have
two masts, a highly curved bow and stern and two paddles at the back.lT As was
convincingly shown by Schlingloff (L982), this type of ship was typical for In-
dia and more Eastern regions. It is therefore highly probable that these drawings
owe their origin to the Indian visitors of the Hoq cave.
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